Week 32 Words and Definitions

fore- = before, front

1. foresee - verb - To predict.
2. forewarn - verb - To inform (someone) of a danger or possible problem.
3. foreleg - noun - Either of the front legs of a four-footed animal.
4. foreman - noun - A worker who supervises and directs other workers.
5. forearm - noun - The part of the arm between the elbow and the wrist.
6. forecast - verb - To predict or estimate (a future event or trend).
7. forehead - noun - The part of the face above the eyebrows.
8. forefather - noun - A member of the past generations of one's family or people.
9. forerunner - noun - A person or thing that comes before the development of someone or something else.
10. foreshadow - verb - To be a warning or indication of (a future event).